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Consulting Actuaries

From
“Pensions Policemen”

To
“Business Enablers”



Pensions in Crisis



Funding Levels Down …
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Reaction—Final Salary Closures



Is this the Right Response?

“Without a distinctive strategic direction, 
speed and flexibility lead nowhere.”

Professor Michael Porter

•Will we regret our decisions?
• Are we overconfident about the outcomes?
• Have we had the right frame of reference?



Pension Changes in Context

Broader strategic and HR issues
• What sort of organisation are we now?
• What sort of organisation will we become?

—What type of workforce will we need?
—What type of leaders will we need?
—What will motivate them?

What role does pensions have to play in 
all of this?



In 20 year’s time a factory will have only 
2 employees

• The former to feed the dog

• The latter to make sure the former doesn’t touch the 
machinery

•A man/woman and a dog



Pensions in its Right Place

Business Objectives

HR Strategy

Reward Framework

Pensions



Business Focus

Business Objectives
Business Objectives

More fluid structuresMore flexibility

More M&A Competition



Pensions in its Right Place
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HR Strategy

Reward Framework

Pensions





People Changes

HR Strategy
HR Strategy

Core staffContingent staff
Part time Sabbaticals

Outsourcers Flexibility

Contractors Workforce 
diversityVariable 

Employment 
Relationship
s



Pensions in its Right Place

Business Objectives

HR Strategy

Reward Framework

Pensions



People Changes

Reward Framework

Reward Framework
Results-based 
compensation

Greater alignment

More variable 
remuneration



And Pensions???

Business Objectives

HR Strategy

Reward Framework

Pensions



Pensions and Choice

•End of ‘one size fits all’

•Pensions needs choice
—How much choice?

•How do people make decisions?
—As individuals
—As groups



An Exercise

• Two situations where you will be 
asked to vote

• Examine both decisions, and then 
indicate the options you prefer



Your Decisions
Decision 1
Choose between:

A. A sure gain of €2,000

B. 25% chance to gain €10,000 and
75% chance to gain nothing

Decision 2
Choose between 
C. A sure loss of €7,500 
D. 75% chance to lose €10,000 and 25% 

chance to lose nothing



Decision 1

Choose between:

A. A sure gain of €2,000 

B. 25% chance to gain €10,000 and
75% chance to gain nothing



Your Vote

For choices involving gains, people lean 
towards risk averse behaviour



Decision 2

Choose between 

C. A sure loss of €7,500

D. 75% chance to lose €10,000 and
25% chance to lose nothing



Your Vote

For choices involving losses, people lean 
towards risk taking behaviour



Analysis

Win Lose

Most people choose A+D even though if they win the gain 
is lower and if they lose the loss is higher

A+D €2,000 - €8,000

B+C €2,500 - €7,500



Conclusion and Applications

• Most people are overconfident about their 
abilities and their knowledge

• Overconfidence is most prevalent where 
outcomes are complex, with low 
predictability, and lack relevant fast 
feedback

• People need a clear frame of reference



M&A

•Three key areas
—Finance
—HR
—Legal

• Teamwork is key



Tools and Support

•Actuarial
•Pensions
•Compensation and benefits
•Legal
•Employment law
•Tax lawyers
•Communication
•Information Technology
•Administrative



Shell’s HR Approach to M&A
Past

• Transaction focused

• Relatively late entry

• Due diligence

• Mainly employee benefit liabilities

• Resourcing
• Project –based
• Ad-hoc



Actuarial Support

“Old Actuary”

• Local focused

• Passive “speak when spoken to”

• Narrow focus – more concerned with 
‘winning’ an actuarial argument than seeing 
the broader picture

• Long convoluted arguments/reports



Shell’s HR Approach to M&A
Future

• Holistic business approach

• Involvement from kick off

• Negotiations

• Wider business context

• Long term relationship



Actuarial Support

“New Actuary”

• Globally focused

• Culturally aware

• Fully engaged in the overall process 
including negotiations

• Ideally placed to help manage the team?

• Top communicator



Key Areas

1. The value of the business

2. Objectives of the Stakeholders

3. Strategy development

4. Communication of technical issues

5. Project management

6. Negotiations

7. Transition



Business price determination

• Often difficult for the client to answer this 
question

• Could be
• Net asset value
• Discounted earnings flow
• Discounted cash flow
• A combination of these

• Actuaries need to try to understand as much 
about this as possible so that eg correct HR 
employee “burden rates” have been used

• Tenacity and persistence are useful 
attributes!



Stakeholder Objectives

• Seller
• Maximise price
• Protect employees
• Speedy conclusion

• Buyer
• Minimise price
• Proper due diligence
• Business delivered in good condition with 

motivated staff



Stakeholder Objectives

• Employees
• Employment protected
• Total compensation protected
• Continuity of pension rights

• Trustees or Equivalent
• Interaction of their responsibilities with the 

employer’s wishes



Strategy

•Choice of business structure

•General employment issues

•Pensions



Communication of technical issues

Help fellow team members understand actuarial 
issues
• differences between various accounting 

standards
• variety of local funding approaches
• impact of local financing vehicles

Negotiators will want a very focused description 
of the issues and a monetary evaluation

Lawyers will need wording which works globally



Project Management

• Client will not wish to have to explain global 
strategy to each and every local actuary

• Need to manage and motivate local advisers

• Understand local client sensitivities and 
cultural differences



Negotiations

• Negotiators have very little time/patience to 
understand issues

• Be provocative to ensure client addresses 
right issues

• Client to determine level of participation but 
unlikely to be done with local actuaries

• On the spot presence

• If directly involved make sure HR strategy is 
globally consistent



Transition

• Some buyers (eg financial buyers) may have 
no HR structure available

• Help deliver a new plan locally
• Help deliver an efficient financing vehicle 

locally

• Some key employees (eg expatriates) may 
need reassurance about their future.  Global 
understanding and language ability very 
useful



Summary
• Change in the environment for actuarial 

consulting

• Wider HR and business implications

• Shared personal experiences on role of the 
actuary in M&A activity
• key areas in which actuaries can contribute

• Comparison of old/new actuary 

• Question – do we want to/can we broaden our 
skills from ‘Pensions Policemen’ to ‘Business 
Enablers’?



Questions

• Do attendees recognise the Shell experience?

• Who are your business partners – do you 
normally work with HR or Finance or a 
“pensions manager” or …

• Do you like the image of the “business 
enabler”?

• If so, what are the current barriers to 
achievement? – professional, individual and 
client issues
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